
 
Who is Paradigm? 
Through a decade of excellence in online research and data collection, Paradigm Sample has established itself 
as one of the most innovative and fast-growing companies in the market today. Led by industry experts, 
Paradigm harvests global feasibility for all market research needs, leveraging enriched profiling and edge-of-
the-industry technology to connect its clients with real people. Paradigm truly invests in its employees and 
empowers them to reach their full potential by combining each individual’s interests, skills, and desired career 
trajectory with the right opportunities for success. Paradigm has carefully cultivated a “work hard, play hard” 
environment where motivated, team-oriented, and solution driven candidates can make a difference. 
 
The Position 
Assuring that Paradigm’s advertising and marketing campaigns are optimized to address all of our needs is 
critical to our continued growth and success. It will be your responsibility to implement advertising and 
marketing campaigns geared towards lead generation, panelist recruitment, and sponsorship opportunities, 
while analytically measuring impact and detecting trends to drive optimal ROI.  
 
As the gatekeeper between Paradigm Sample and the outside world, Associate Marketing Coordinators at 
Paradigm Sample must possess an upbeat spirit, a zest for innovation, and a passion to go the extra mile. 
 
Responsibilities 

• Implement marketing and advertising campaigns by preparing marketing and advertising materials, 
plans, and objectives; and creating promotional collateral 

• Coordinate with key stakeholders across all company departments to make sure that each marketing 
campaign gets the resources and attention it needs to thrive 

• Prepare marketing reports by collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data 
• Maintaining email campaigns, through automated scheduling and management of email lists 
• Monitor relevant industry news and submit reports on emerging trends to company leadership 

Skills and Qualifications Needed 
• Relentless work ethic with a desire to learn new skills in management and technology 
• Integrity, accountability, and a willingness to embrace our team first company culture 
• Ability to think outside the box in pursuit of creative solutions to achieve business objectives 
• Capacity to perform well under pressure, multitask, and adapt to a changing environment 
• Spectacular verbal and written communication skills 
• Attention to detail and organizational skills to effectively manage multiple workstreams 
• Proficiency in the Social Media and Search Engine Optimization tools, and the Microsoft Office Suite 
• BA/BS with 2-3 years of relevant experience in Marketing, Advertising, or CRM Software 

 
Are you a good fit for the Paradigm team? Email us at careers@paradigmsample.com to learn more! 

Associate Marketing Coordinator 
Job Description 


